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Case Report

Single Tooth Intrusion simplified with New Removable
Orthodontic Appliance: Report of Two Cases
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ABSTRACT

Introduction

Intrusion of single anterior tooth done by fixed orthodontic
appliance is a tedious procedure for orthodontist as well
as for the patient which may be quite expensive and time
consuming. The use of a new modified removable orthodontic
appliance is illustrated in two case reports in this article which is
especially beneficial for such cases. This removable appliance
is comprised of a labial bow of 21 gauge stainless steel wire
with soldered high labial bow of 19 gauge stainless steel
wire which has a soldered hook permitting the use of elastic.
Adams clasp and pinhead clasps are used for retention of the
appliance. During intrusive force application, one component
is for intrusion of tooth and other component is for labial
movement. This appliance is fabricated in such a manner
that the labial movement is prevented by labial component
of wire and is converted into pure intrusive force as much
as possible. Force levels used for tooth movement are kept
within physiologic limits while using this appliance. Although,
this appliance is advantageous over fixed orthodontics due its
simpler and quicker chair-side procedure and low cost of treat
ment associated with patient comfort, patient co-operation is
must for the success of this therapy.

Intrusion of single anterior tooth done by fixed ortho
dontic appliance is a tedious procedure for orthodontist
as well as for the patient. It may be quite expensive
and time consuming. We have devised a new modified
removable orthodontic appliance which is especially
beneficial for such cases. By using this appliance, the
intrusion of a single anterior tooth can be done in a
small period of time and we can save the money and
time of the patient.
This removable appliance is comprised of a labial
bow of 21 gauge stainless steel wire with soldered high
labial bow of 19 gauge stainless steel wire which has a
soldered hook permitting the use of an elastic. Adams
clasp and pinhead clasps are used for retention of the
appliance. A ¼” thin blue colored light intraoral elastic
was used and approximately 1- 1½ oz (ounce) of force
was determined by Dontrix gauge before placing it on
the hook to button.
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Case reports
Case 1
An 18-year-old female patient, who presented with class II
div 2 malocclusion as shown in Figure 1A and B in frontal
and occlusal intraoral views, was given a removable active
appliance for correction of retroclined central incisors.
The extrusion of upper right central incisor of about
2 mm was noted at the later stages of treatment. Patient
was not willing to use fixed appliance. Alternatively, she
was given the modified removable appliance for intrusion
of upper right central incisor.
Appliance was fabricated and placed intraorally
(Fig. 2A). A button was bonded on the tooth to be
intruded. Elastic was placed between the hook soldered
on high labial bow and the button (Fig. 2B). Patient was
instructed to replace the elastic with new one everyday.
Correction was achieved within 3 weeks. No labial flaring
of incisor occurred during the intrusion because of labial
bow. The effect of appliance is shown in Figures 3A to
D in frontal and in occlusal views respectively. Figures
4A and B clearly show the comparison between occlusal
views of pretreatment and post-treatment stages.
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Figs 1A and B: Frontal and occlusal views before appliance placement

Figs 2A and B: Placement of the appliance and attachment of the elastic

Figs 3A to D: (A to C) Frontal views after intrusion and (D) occlusal view after intrusion

Case 2
A 19-year-old female patient with extruded upper left
central incisor of about 2.5 mm as shown in Figures
5A and B in frontal and occlusal intraoral views was

given the modified removable appliance for intrusion.
Instructions were given how to wear the appliance
and the elastic. Correction was achieved in about 21
days as shown in Figures 6A to C in frontal and (D) in
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Figs 4A and B: Comparison of occlusal views before and after intrusion

Figs 5A and B: Frontal and occlusal views before appliance placement

Figs 6A to D: (A to C) Frontal views before, during and after intrusion and (D) occlusal view after intrusion
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Figs 7A and B: Comparison of occlusal views before and after intrusion

Figs 8A and B: (A) Components for intrusion and labial movement of tooth during intrusive force application and (B) labial tipping
force counter acted by labial wire component of the appliance

It is a well known fact that during intrusive force
application, one component is for intrusion of tooth
which is vertical in direction and the other component
is for labial movement (Fig. 8A).1 This other component
for labial movement is produced by a crown-labial and
root apex-lingual moment of force which can interfere
with pure intrusion of tooth. To achieve maximum
intrusion, the labial movement or flaring of tooth should
be prevented and converted into bodily intrusion. This
appliance is fabricated in such a manner that the labial
moment of force is counter acted by labial component of
wire and is converted into pure intrusive force as much
as possible (Fig. 8B).
Force levels used for tooth movement are kept
within physiologic limits while using this appliance.
For many years it has been considered that it is almost
impossible to produce pure orthodontic intrusion of
teeth. It has become now clear that clinically we can
achieve successful intrusion only when very light
forces are applied to the teeth.2 The use of light force is
recommended for intrusion so that appropriate pressure

can be produced within the periodontal ligament because
the force will be concentrated in a small area at the tooth
apex. Only when the force is kept very light intrusion
can be expected.2 A single anterior tooth will intrude by
a force ranging from 20 to 30 gm. The light continuous
force produces very short hyalinization periods and the
tooth will be intruded quite rapidly with least discomfort
and damage to the investing tissues.
The force produced by elastics on a tooth or a
group of teeth depends on its magnitude. The overall
stress produced depends on the site of application,
its distribution through the periodontal ligament,
morphology of root, alveolar process and condition of
tooth health, age and most importantly the co-operation
of the patient. Since, this appliance is a removable
appliance, the important thing that should be taken care
of is that the patient should be motivated and educated
well to wear the appliance and elastic continuously except
while brushing. We should completely ensure that the
patient can place his or her elastic easily while changing it
every day and that remains in place. If broken, the elastic
should be changed immediately. It is also helpful to eat
with the elastic in place. Sometimes, however, this is not
possible. If the patient removes the elastic to eat, he or
she should remember to replace that as soon as possible.
As far as the safety aspects of this appliance are
concerned, no adverse effects, such as pain, irritation or
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occlusal views respectively. Figures 7A and B show the
comparison between occlusal views of pre- and posttreatment stages.

Discussion
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tissue (either hard or soft) trauma were noted in patients
after wearing this appliance. The framework of this
appliance is constructed in such a way that it minimally
interferes with speech and esthetics as compared to labial
fixed orthodontic appliances. It is also noteworthy that
allergic stomatitis from rubber bands is known to occur to
those who are allergic to latex.3 History of allergies is useful
in such situations and non-latex elastics should be used.

Conclusion
Although, this appliance is advantageous over fixed
orthodontics due its simpler and quicker chair-side
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procedure and low cost of treatment associated with
patient comfort, patient co-operation is must for the
success of this therapy.
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